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Abstract

This paper investigates whether and when affiliation to business groups enables or constrains firms' search behaviour during institutional transitions. We theorize that given the unique structure and complex form of business group organization, search behaviour of affiliated firms is contingent on the degree of (mis)alignment in outlook at the group and affiliate's level of management. We identify scope of institutional changes, business group attributes and within group dynamics as sources of this (mis)alignment. Results from panel data of 298 firms from the Indian pharmaceutical industry during the period 1992-2007 show that constraining effects of business group affiliation are observed only when institutional changes are specific to the affiliates' industry, and not when institutional changes are broad in scope and impacting the business group as a whole. Moreover, we find heterogeneity in search behavior among business group affiliated firms. The constraining forces more severely affect affiliates belonging to older and more diversified business groups. Furthermore, affiliated firms occupying a prominent position within the group or in the industry are able to bargain for and receive the enabling attention and support from the business group to undertake international search. Our findings have implications for research on the role of business groups in a changing institutional context and for strategic adaptation of firms embedded in complex organizational and institutional settings.
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